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By Luke Simon Jordan

East-West Center, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Despite their overall economic growth over the last few decades, countries across
Asia still face the complex task of structural transformation. Low-income economies must build
formal industrial and service sectors from agricultural and informal bases; middle-income
economies must move up the value chain; and high-income economies must continually generate
new capabilities at the frontier of innovation. Meeting this challenge requires implementing and
adjusting solutions addressing a range of problems--problems whose complexities imply often it
cannot be known ex ante whether proposed solutions will succeed or fail. Agencies tasked with
delivering rapid growth must be able to act both effectively and nimbly: trying potential solutions,
discarding sub-optimal ones, and reallocating resources quickly. The prerequisite for such learning
by doing is flexibility, an institutional capacity with relevance to tasks beyond economic growth. It is
a capacity easy to advocate but hard to build, facing difficult problems of exit costs (especially
political), decision-making under uncertainty, and the governance and use of discretion within a
bureaucracy. This study focuses on how real-world policymakers might operationalize the
capability to be flexible in the agencies they lead or create. It...
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The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Da r en Ra ynor  II--  Da r en Ra ynor  II

The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- K a ya  Rippin-- K a ya  Rippin
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